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KS3 Art Curriculum Map 
 

  Research ideas Experiment and 
improve work 

 

Record ideas Final outcome 

 
 
 
 
 
 
 

Year 9 

3 I can independently 
research ideas, 
images, and 
annotate why I 
have selected them 
and how I will use 
them 
 

I can apply gained 
knowledge and 
understanding of artists 
and craftspeople work 
to skillfully develop and 
improve my work, 
annotating my progress 
 

I can record using a range 
of techniques and 
materials to a consistent 
standard with imagination, 
sustained 
focus and interest. 

I have a highly developed 
and consistent ability to 
present a skillful response 
to a 
project brief and am able 
to evaluate my work using 
key words 

2  I can consistently 
research and collect 
images to 
imaginatively 
support my 
developing ideas 
and annotate my 
progress 
 

I can develop and 
improve my work with 
a clear purpose by 
selecting techniques 
used by artists or 
craftspeople and 
annotate how I have 
developed my work 
using keywords 
 

I can record, 
demonstrating developing 
proficiency with skills, 
materials and 
concentration to complete 
a task 

I have a consistent ability 
to present a final outcome 
to a project brief and can 
evaluate my progress using 
some key words  

1 I can independently 
collect an 

I can improve and 
develop my work and 

I can record, using 
different materials and 

I have some ability to 
present a final outcome to 



imaginative range 
of resources to 
support my 
developing ideas  
 

am able to 
demonstrate some 
understanding of the  
techniques used by 
other artists  I can also  
and use key works in 
my annotation   
 

demonstrate some skills 
used to a good standard 
throughout my work 

a project brief and am able 
to discuss how I feel about 
my work using some key 
words 

 
 
 
 
 
 

Year 8 

3 I can collect an 
imaginative range 
of objects and 
images to support 
my developing 
ideas 
 

I can develop my work 
towards a good  
outcome by looking at 
the work of artists and 
craftspeople and 
annotate how their 
work has helped me   
 

I can record showing some  
perseverance,  
imagination and skills and I 
can discuss my work using 
some words 

I have a good ability to 
present a final outcome to 
a project brief which 
shows imagination and 
evidence I have learned 
new techniques 

2 I can collect a range 
of images and make 
decisions on how I 
will use them  

I can develop my work 
by using images and 
ideas for techniques 
used by artists or 
craftspeople 

I can record showing 
developing skills evident in 
most areas of my work 

I have some ability to 
present a final outcome to 
a project brief which 
shows evidence of an 
understanding of artistic 
techniques 
 

1 I can independently 
collect resouces 
and explain how I 
will use them 

I can develop and refine 
my work by looking at 
the work of artists and 
crafts people 

I can record showing some 
ability and interest  

I have some ability to 
complete a final outcome 
to a project brief which 
shows I have learned from 
the work of others 
 

 3 
 

I can independently  
collect images and 

I can revisit my work 
and make decisions 

I can record with adequate 
skill and demonstrate 

I can use my ideas to 
complete a final outcome 



 
 
 
 

Year 7 

resources to help 
my work develop 

about how I could 
improve it  

some perseverance which shows imagination 
and an understanding of 
some skills having been 
learned 
 

2 I can arrange 
objects or images to 
help me develop 
my work  

I can revisit my work 
and select an area to 
improve  

I can record ideas with 
some developing skill  

I can use my ideas to 
complete a finished piece 
of artwork which shows 
some skills with materials 
 

1 I can select and use 
images I have been 
given 

I can experiment with 
some materials to 
achieve an outcome 
 

I can record to a basic 
standard 

I can use my ideas to 
complete a piece of 
artwork  

 

 


